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Index: 1. Storytelling: the basics

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Storytelling is universal to the human experience. Storytelling is the act of telling or writing stories or narrativesSTORIES are told For entertainmentFor educational porposesFor informational porposes
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Storytelling is the use of stories/ narratives as a 

communication tool to value, share, and 

capitalize on the knowledge of individuals
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Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Humans have always told stories, and have left testimony of these stories since ancient times.Related with the underground: rock or cave painting. In this case in an example of the North of Spain
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Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Some manifestations fo the storytelling survive and the content and the message is easyly to understand/connect
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Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Other remains have to be actively searched for. A fragment of history needs experts to identify it and thus help us to tell a story.
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Moderador
Notas de la presentación
This is a bone from a pelvis. A group of paleontologists from the Atapuerca research team has studied the fossil remains of a portion of the trunk and pelvis of a senile man who suffered some degree of locomotor handicap (Sima de los Huesos, -Sierra de Atapuerca).And what importance can an old man's pelvis and a branch beside it have? Well, it is a story of human solidarity. It indicates that in a prehistoric population more than 500,000 years old there was social care for the elderly.PNAS scientific journal (there are other cases, this one is for Spain ). The study of human evolution and the behavior of hominins shows us that the survival of our genus was due to gregariousness, teamwork and, on many occasions, solidarity. In order to create teamwork, it is necessary to create bonds, to share emotions. Stories is behind evolution.
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 Storytelling is used to identify and exchange learning episodes, 
explore values and inspire people toward the possibility of change

 Storytelling is the ability to create emotional engagement with the 
others/audience. Ability to create characters that the others/public 
can easily relate with 

 Interactive environment
 Psicological proximity
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Good stories are interesting, provocative, serious, 
controversial, surprising, inspiring. 
Good stories: 

Respond to demand.
Exploit a chance
 Include personal experience.
Describe an unsuccessful intervention.
Provide a solution to broader problems.
 Target people with the authority
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Quousque tandem abutere, Catilina, 
patientia nostra?
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 1. Putting in order (make sense) things that have happened 
We are all consumers of stories 

https://uxdes
ign.cc/telling
-the-users-
story-
b64619b663
6e
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We are all consumers of stories 

Endar 
Pratsetyo 

(2017)
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 2. By telling a STORY we transmit information/details/emotion

Elements of an engaging story:
Character
Drama
Resolution

We are all consumers of stories 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
storytelling gives us the power to evoke strong emotions. Stories compel people to take action for reasons bigger than they otherwise would have felt.
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 2. By telling a STORY we transmit information/details/emotion

Elements of an engaging story:
Character
Drama
Resolution

We are all consumer of stories 
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Elements of a engaging story

Choose a 
character 
which your 
audience can 
relate to 
easily.

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The Character is a connection between you, and your target audience. You need to choose a character which your audience can relate to easily.
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Protagonist. Heroe
Antagonist. Villian
Deuteragonist. 2nd.
 Tertiary Characters. 3rd, 4th...
Romantic Interest. 
Confidant. 
 Foil.

Choose a character
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 2. By telling a STORY we transmit information/details/emotion

Elements of an engaging story:
Character
Drama
Resolution

We are all consumer of stories 
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Set a drama which fits your prospect’s problems, 
needs, or audience’s journey. 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Set a drama which fits your prospect’s problems, needs, or audience’s journey. If it doesn’t fit, how will they connect? Storytelling is all about what you’re telling and a little drama or conflict helps to build an emotional bond with your audience.
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 Listen to and understand your audience’s needs and 
problems.

Elements of a engaging story

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
For this, you should always listen to and understand your audience’s needs and problems.
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 2. By telling a STORY we transmit information/details/emotion

Elements of an engaging story:
Character
Drama
Resolution

We are all consumer of stories 
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Resolution. Where there’s drama or conflict, 
your audience will naturally want some sort 

of resolution.

Elements of a engaging story

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Good stories surprise us. They don’t always have to be a happy ending. The resolution should wrap up the story but should also clearly call your audience to action. It fulfils the purpose behind the story.
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Stories are an opportunity to
Help leaders to connect with people 

Stories and community building
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Stories are an opportunity to
Honoring the past
Imaginate the future

Stories and community building
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Stories are an opportunity to
 Listen diverse voices 

Stories and community building
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Sharing experiencies through narrative can
Built trust
 Transfer knowledge
Generate emotional connections

Storytelling is a powerful way to exchange 
learning experiences
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Contructs agency
Shapes identity
Motivate actions

Storytelling has a central role in social 
movements

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
In the community development processes, sharing stories or experiences can build trust, cultivates norms, transfers tacit knowledge, facilitates unlearning, and generates emotional connections.
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Key points to consider when working with
stories
1. Starting point: What are the dominant 
narratives in our community? 

Connection with the past, preservation for 
future generations

Reinterpreting the relation with the  
territory

Answert to a new reality (i.e. new artifacts -
transportation, hungry)

DOI:10.1007/s00146-017-
0744-1
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Key points to consider when working with
stories
2. Identity the choices that are being made in 
our community that could potentially shape a 
sustainability narrative

FACT: a reality previously ignored by the 
community. 
KEY: We need to create a connection

FACT: No direct connection because the 
tradition has been long time ago. 
KEY: restauration of the lost memory: to rescue 
personal stories or built up new stories with the 
territory

DOI:10.1007/s00146-017-
0744-1
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Key points to consider when working with
stories
3. Ponderate the skills of the teller(s): how we 
can connect with the audience quickly

DOI:10.1007/s00146-
017-0744-1
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Key points to consider when working with
stories

4. Create opportunities for sustainability stories 
to get told and passed on in our community? 

Work with the community: meetings with 
skateholders, living lab experiences, collecting 
testimonies, brainstorm of new identities

DOI:10.1007/s00146-
017-0744-1
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Key points to consider when working with
stories

5. Share our stories with others

DOI:10.1007/s00146-
017-0744-1
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1. IGNORANCE. People do not see that others have 
the experience needed

2. LACK OF CAPABILITY. People lack of resources 
to put new knowledge into use

Barriers to the transformative power of
storytelling
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Barriers to the transformative power of
storytelling

3. LACK OF RELATIONSHIPS. People do not have 
the personal ties  to invest time in teaching/learning 

4. LACK OF MOTIVATION… So what it the gain of 
this? 
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Index. 3. Storytelling: introducing more voices
• The story of STUDY CASES at UNDERGROUND4VALUE

3. Storytelling: introducing more voices
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Naples 
More than 800 Modern Ages 

tuff caves used to build the 
city centre, 3000 water 
cisterns, 180 km of 
aqueducts and tunnels, 
catacombs, cemeteries, 
tombs,
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Camerano
 The original complex could 

date back to the 11th-3rd 
century BC, only the date 
1327 AC is well documented 
actually. The town’s name 
itself could derive from 
“Camburàn” (cave, room) or 
“Cambre” (tunnel), testifying 
the close link between the 
underground heritage and 
the local populations
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 La Union Case Study (Spain)
Historical mining site (3000 

years) linked to the flamenco 
dance tradition, celebrated in 
the International Flamenco 
Songs of the Mine Festival. 
UNESCO List 2009 
(immaterial), 2010
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Underground Flour Mills 
(Malta)
 The underground flour mills 

are an example of industrial 
heritage created in the 1950s 
by the British colonial 
authorities in Malta. 
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  Reuse Atomic Bunker 
(Albania)
 The BUNKART is related to 

one of the nonformal 
symbolics of Dictatorship 
period in the Communist 
Albania, the bunkers.
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Index. 4. Final Remarks 

1. Storytelling: the basics: 

Universal

3 elements: character-drama-resolution

2. Storytelling & empower the community.
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Index 4. Final Remarks 

2. Storytelling & empower the community.

Connection between past + future

3. Storytelling: introducing more voices

Diversity

Open eyes to the territory
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